G5 to support iPhone 5, Kindle Fire HD, Nexus 7
2012-09-24 PRESS RELEASE
G5 Entertainment announces the support for the latest generation of smart phones and tablets.
The group’s games are readily available on new generation of iOS and Android devices, including
Apple’s iPhone 5 smartphone, Android-powered Nexus 7 tablet, and Amazon’s Kindle Fire HD
tablet. Games are available as free downloads through iTunes App Store, Google Play, and
Amazon Appstore, respectively, and already take advantage of higher density screen resolution of
these devices. Going forward, the group’s new game releases are going to take full advantage of
new capabilities of these devices including higher processing power, memory capacity, and
increased screen size.
Vlad Suglobov, CEO, comments: “G5 is committed to providing its users with the best casual
gaming experience on smartphones and tablets. We are excited to see new generation of more
powerful, slimmer, larger screen devices hitting the market this fall. These new devices have
unprecedented hardware, software, and services, and will no doubt be the most popular
generation of smartphones and tablets to date, fuelling the growth of the group and the market
of smartphone and tablet games for the rest of 2012 and in 2013.”
More information about the company can be found at: www.g5e.se/corporate.
For additional information please contact: investor@g5e.se
About G5 Entertainment AB (publ)
G5 Entertainment AB is a developer and publisher of high quality downloadable games for iPhone, iPad,
Android, Mac, Kindle Fire, and Nook tablets. G5 develops and publishes games that are family-friendly, easy to
learn, and targeted at the widest audience of experienced and novice players. G5 owns a number of popular game
franchises like Virtual City, Special Enquiry Detail, Supermarket Mania, Stand O’ Food, and Mahjongg
Artifacts, and invests in creating new games and bringing established franchises to new gaming platforms.
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